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DISTINCTIVE DIGITAL COMMUNICATION & CAMPAIGNS
BBVA enjoys a very digital ‘Black Friday’
(Spain)
• BBVA experienced a 400% surge in sales of one-click
credit products after joining in the traditionally
retailer-led Black Friday discount shopping frenzy.
• BBVA offered an exclusive commission-free onlineonly loan offering.
• The bank says that from Wednesday November 22
through Friday November 24, BBVA Spain sold one of
its one-click loans every two minutes, and one every
three minutes during the entire Black Friday week.
• BBVA Spain’s head of business development, Peio
Belaustegoitia, says: “The activity during Black Friday
confirms the relevance of digital sales across
different customer segments, and the existence of a
space for banking products and services within
opportunities traditionally reserved for the retail
world.”
• The bank says that the surge in online activity did not
affect branch office sales, which maintained their
average daily figures.
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DISTINCTIVE DIGITAL COMMUNICATION & CAMPAIGNS
Tangerine puts hidden promo code in TV spot
(Canada)
• In this 20th Anniversary spot launched in May, Tangerine
celebrated money savers with a focus on frugal consumers that
unbeknownst at the time actually contained a hidden message.
• The spot featured all the ways Canadians are thrifty, from
packing home lunches to take to work instead of buying lunch
to turning down the thermostat. Among the imagery is a girl
carrying loo paper with 2020 printed on the packaging and
a smartphone user typing in a promo code “2020” into a
smartphone. It turned out that 2020 is a real code.
• The hidden code is part of the bank’s 20th anniversary
campaign that’s centred on providing perks to new and current
customers who refer friends. New clients, for example, will
receive up to $150 in bonuses when they sign up for a
Tangerine account. The first 5,000 people to find the hidden
promo code in the ad and use it to open an account will
receive an additional $20 bonus.
• While the campaign does have the obvious short-term goal of
new client acquisition, Tangerine’s goal is to also build
awareness around its positioning as a bank for “savvy
spenders and savers” – its target of value-conscious
consumers who want to earn more on their investments and
keep more of their money through lower fees, says Nick
Nelson, VP of marketing.
• Other media – from digital to OOH – was used to put the
importance of “2020” in context and encourage consumers to
view the anthem spot and seek out the promo code to use.
• Watch the ‘Hidden Code’ spot here.

Screenshots from TV Spot with Hidden Code
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DISTINCTIVE DIGITAL COMMUNICATION & CAMPAIGNS
HSBC launches data-driven interactive campaign to promote credit cards
(Singapore)
• To present an engaging way for users to find out more about its offerings HSBC Singapore launched a data-driven
interactive campaign titled “Choose What You Love” to help consumers choose a credit card suited to their lifestyle
and personality.
• In collaboration with singer-songwriter Dru Chen, The campaign site generates a unique music video for each consumer
through five lifestyle questions that reveals the perfect HSBC credit card for the participant. Additional data such as
weather, date, time and information available on consumers’ Facebook profiles are also used to personalise the music
video. With over 16,000 video permutations, content generated by the site is transformed into a more intimate, informative and
shareable experience for each consumer.
Campaign
webpage for a
personalised
music video
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DISTINCTIVE DIGITAL COMMUNICATION & CAMPAIGNS
CommBank campaign reflects on uncertain times and utilizes ATMs to listen to customers
(Australia)
Campaign uses ATMs to pose questions to
• Commonwealth Bank launched an interactive ATM-led campaign
customers and record answers
initiative following bank research that found 66% of Australian adults
admit to feeling uncertain about what the future holds, primarily
surrounding cost of living.
• As part of the campaign, CommBank ATMs prompted users to
answer a series of questions such as, ‘Is the Australian property
dream still a reality?,’ ‘Are our businesses ready to face the future?’
and ‘Do our kids have the skills they need for tomorrow?’
• This first-of-its-kind use of an ATM network as a platform for
social research has not been seen by Australian banks before.
• Results were then shown in the following months on digital billboards
A digital billboard displaying results
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DISTINCTIVE DIGITAL COMMUNICATION & CAMPAIGNS
ING invites aspiring entrepreneurs to 'Test Your Idea'
(Poland)
• ING in Poland launched a new online tool which enables entrepreneurs to test out their business ideas with at least 120
respondents matching the prospective target audience.
• In a country where 60% of firms close within the first year, entrepreneurially-minded Poles can go to the ‘Test Your Idea’
website and introduce their business with a short description or a video, and fill-in a target group questionnaire.

Link to watch the introductory video here.
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DISTINCTIVE DIGITAL COMMUNICATION & CAMPAIGNS
OCBC executive takes lie detector test live on Facebook to prove bank’s commitment to honesty
(Singapore)
• OCBC Bank launched a campaign that champions the idea of
advertising honesty and to counter the public's lack of trust in
banks.
• To achieve this objective a senior OCBC executive was hooked up
to a lie detector and his interrogation was livestreamed on
Facebook on April 5th.
• In the video a Dennis Tan, Head of OCBC Consumer Financial
Services, answered several questions about OCBC's commitment
to being honest, receiving the green light from the lie detector. The
video seems to have been well received on Facebook, with nearly
60,000 views in its first day online.
• The video was part of a campaign ‘Stay True’ in digital and print
carrying through the focus on “honesty” and “no tricks”.
• The main ad in the series talks about removing hidden restrictions
of promotions in fine print, abandoning complicated mechanics and
not misleading customers with advertising messages.
• Following the launch other senior executives from OCBC Premier
Banking were featured in print campaign.
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DISTINCTIVE DIGITAL COMMUNICATION & CAMPAIGNS
Kiwibank creates primetime TV show about psychology of money
(New Zealand)
• Kiwibank created a primetime TV programme about the
psychology of money with a new series called Mind Over Money
with Nigel Latta.
• The 6-episode series promised not to nag viewers about saving or
opening a cheque account – instead, it delves deeper into the
psychology of money and shares simple life hacks to making
better financial decisions.
• For the integrity of a TV show, the decision was made to keep the
branding minimal.
• Some logos and appearances from the bank’s chief economist are
seen but the real link between the Mind Over Money and Kiwibank
will come from the campaign, surrounding the show and the
supporting website (mindovermoney.kiwi) audiences will be
encouraged to visit with more content and a chance to take part in
polls and compare results.
• According to TVNZ’s figures, the first four weeks of the show saw
an average audience of 436,000 people tune into each episode
while online it became the ‘most favoured’ OnDemand show with
over 40,000 streams of the first two episodes in the first two
weeks.
• In an interview with Stoppress Kiwibank, GM Marketing, Regan
Savage concluded that “It certainly delivered from our perspective,”
looking across ratings and the response it’s had with the sentiment
around the series showing its customers saw it as Kiwibank
delivering on its brand promise to make Kiwis better off.

Screenshot from trailer

Campaign Website
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DISTINCTIVE DIGITAL COMMUNICATION & CAMPAIGNS
Halifax Savers Prize Draw campaign now reached over 71,300 winners since 2011
(UK)
• Halifax unveiled Parker and Lady Penelope of
Thunderbirds fame as the latest classic TV
characters advertising the bank’s Savers Prize
Draw Superdraw we see the long-suffering butler
Parker visiting a Halifax branch with a letter, only
to discover he has won the top prize of £500,000.
• Halifax’s biggest ever Superdraw in June presents
two top prizes of £500,000 and 500 extra £100
prizes.
• Halifax launched their monthly draw in September
2011, for customers with a minimum savings
balance of £5,000. There are currently 1,103
prizes to be won each month with three top prizes
of £100,000, 100 prizes of £1,000 and 1,000 prizes
of £100. That’s £500,000 to be won each month!
• To date there have now been over 71,300 winners.

The ADIB Ghina savings
program and Al Awwal Saving
Certificate offers monthly,
quarterly and annual prizes
depending on deposits made.
For customers holding Al Awwal
Savings Certificates for 1+ year
they get double ‘Loyalty entries.’
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DISTINCTIVE DIGITAL COMMUNICATION & CAMPAIGNS
Goldman Sachs product success and campaign on how competitors charge a fee for loan consolidation
(USA)
• Goldman Sachs’ consumer lending brand, Marcus, an online lending platform for regular people seeking loans up to $30,000,
which launched in October 2016, is apparently attracting robust consumer demand as Marcus has already surpassed the
bank’s expectations with the announcement it has just passed the $2 billion mark in lending to customers.
• Marcus is intended to attract regular people holding credit card debt which they can consolidate into a transparent and
simple personal loan with no fees.
• In a 2017 campaign headlined “Don’t get fee’d” a TV spot filmed at a New York pizza shop, shows the attendant working the
counter taking a bite out of every slice he serves which he calls his fee.
The point is to show that Marcus, unlike some of its competitors, does not charge loan origination fees. "Don't get fee'd," the ad
says.

“Don’t get fee’d” TV spot

The spot can be watched here.
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING
Umpqua Bank launches BFF, ‘Best Financial Friend’ – a private banker in your pocket
(USA)
• Umpqua Bank launched a human-digital
banking app called “BFF,” (Best Financial
Friend)
• The app service is free and separate from
the bank’s mobile banking app.
• BFF is designed to make banking in the
digital world a little more personal
through providing each user their
choice of dedicated BFF associate who
serves as their personal private banker
devoted to their customer’s banking needs
• Customers can connect with their BFF via
voice, video or chat.
• Having a BFF gives customers the
knowledgeable, personalized service they’d
get in a branch, with the convenience of a
mobile app.
• Using BFF, customers can conduct virtually
every in-branch bank interaction digitally, with
the exception of cash transactions.
• Customers can contact their BFF anytime,
but he or she will respond between 7 a.m.
and 8 p.m. Monday through Friday and 10
a.m. and 6 p.m. Saturdays. For an Umpqua
Home Lending customer, their BFF will be
available between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

BFF App Interface

Customers Choose Their BFF
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING
Wells Fargo pilots ‘Control Tower’ for customers to manage all their financial digital footprint
(USA)
• Wells Fargo announced a new digital banking experience - ‘Control Tower’ - which allows customers to track every
place they've shared their payment information.
• Provides customers a single view of their ‘digital financial footprint’ — including places their Wells Fargo card or account
information is connected to (such as recurring payments, third parties, mobile wallets, devices, subscriptions, and so on)
• Enables customers to control when and where their Wells Fargo account is shared via an on/off function from one single,
convenient, and secure place. Control Tower is in pilot phase with launch to customers in 2018.
• Customers currently have their payment information stored in numerous places online. If you lose a card or want to
update a billing address, you’re expected to go on a journey of self-discovery to remember all the different places your
financial information is stored, which can be time consuming and complex.

Note: Mastercard
(USA) is now
introducing
similar
‘Consumer
Control’ feature.
Watch the introductory video here.
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING
FNB brings auto licence disc renewals to app
(South Africa)
• FNB’s new feature on its mobile app will remove the
time-consuming process of renewing a vehicle
licence disc that requires a trip to the local post
office or licensing department.
• The new Nav Car option in its app is meant to help
customers with their car maintenance needs, including
the licence disc renewal with delivery.
• The service is not free with FNB charging a R199
handling and delivery fee per disc. This price excludes
the renewal amount payable to the government.
• In addition to processing licence disc renewals, Nav Car
allows users to receive instant fine notifications and, if
they want to, they can pay their fines directly through the
app.
• A “bundle” option called On-road Protect, which costs
R95/month, offers vehicle licence renewal for up to five
discs with free delivery, fine discounts (negotiated on the
user’s behalf), 24/7 bail assistance at roadblocks, and
Road Accident Fund and tyre repair claim assistance
due to pothole damage.
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING
OCBC mobile keyboard allows fund transfers directly from any mobile apps
(Singapore)
• OCBC Bank in August launched a mobile keyboard for Android device users,
allowing them to make electronic payments to another person regardless of
what app they are on.
• The custom keyboard lets consumers pay from apps they are currently
on, such as WhatsApp or Facebook, so long as the keyboard function
is called up. They can either make the transfer via PayNow, or through its
Pay Anyone service.
• Once the app update is downloaded, users have to make the app the default
keyboard for the function to be activated.
• United Overseas Bank (UOB), also has a similar app called UOB MyKey but the difference between the two is that MyKey is limited to peer-to-peer
transfers for registered PayNow users.

NOTE: In April, Westpac (Australia) unveiled a
similar feature for iPhone (see right). However, in
June Apple shut down the feature telling sending
Westpac a generic explanation that suggests
keyboards should not be able to send money or
that it may offend some users.

Watch the OCBC introductory video here.
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING
ICICI Bank introduces instant personal loans through ATMs
(India)
• ICICI Bank launched instant disbursal
of personal loans through ATMs.
• This service enables existing salaried
customers of the bank to get prequalified personal loans in their savings
account instantly.
• On completion of a transaction for
balance enquiry or cash withdrawal,
customers are shown the option of
availing the loan.
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING
SBI ‘No Queue’ app feature to avoid branch waiting time
(India)
• SBI is now offering a virtual queue ticket or "e-token"
service through its newly-launched app No Queue, which
enables customers to avail select banking services at
select branches without having to stand in queues.
• The app is designed to save customers' valuable time,
avoid queue for Banking services and aims to provide the
customers with a better customer service experience
• A user can select 1 to 5 services for discussion at the
branch such as cheque deposit, cash deposit/withdrawal,
demand draft and loan account opening/maintenance.
• Customers can generate an e-token before being
physically present in the branch by entering basic
information such as name and mobile number to start
using the app.
• After a virtual ticket is generated through the No Queue
app, the customer will receive a notification about their
position in the queue. A button that says 'Activate' will be
available on the app when the customer reaches the fifth
position in the queue.
• The app provides real time status notification of your
position in the queue, conveys the estimated waiting time,
the number of customers ahead in the queue and the
distance to the branch from the point of booking.
Customers will be updated about their position in the
queue through alerts.
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING
SBI holds Town Hall meeting at 600 branches on one
day will to listen to customers experiences and
expectations
(India)
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING
DBS launches free financial advisory centre NAV Hub
(Singapore)
• DBS on June 30th launched “NAV Hub”, Singapore’s first financial planning centre by a bank, which offers free advisory
services, with no financial products being sold.
• Targeted at young adults, the “NAV Hub” is part of a new financial planning initiative by DBS named “NAV – Your Financial
GPS”, aimed at helping customers navigate through life’s changes, uncertainties and opportunities.
• Visitors can enjoy free personalised financial planning sessions with DBS’ NAV “crew”, where they can learn more about their
current financial health, as well as understand their financial goals and how to achieve them. These could be conversations on
buying their first homes, getting married, raising children, growing their money or retiring comfortably.
• People can also obtain financial planning tips from the NAV online space and attend monthly financial planning classes at the
“NAV Hub” conducted by industry experts.
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING
Suncorp opens the doors of its Sydney Discovery store
(Australia)
• Suncorp opened an "immersive retail experience" store in Sydney main shopping
district.
• The "discovery store" spans two stories and is built around a central amphitheatre
which will host live events and workshops on topics like budgeting and growing a
small business.
• It aims to connect consumers with select third-party partners, like health insurer
NIB, as well as offering traditional banking and insurance products.
• The store will let customers get help with "things they care about most," whether
that be buying a car, getting married or purchasing a new home.
• Suncorp's marketplace initiative is designed to help them deliver more of its
services through digital platforms, and allow the group to sell products such
as insurance and annuities that are manufactured by other financial services
businesses.
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING
Banks unveil range of gender-neutral titles for customers
(UK)
• Following in the footsteps of RBS and Metro Bank, HSBC also now offers additional prefixes such as ‘Mx’ instead of the
traditional Mr, Mrs, Miss or Ms in a move to embrace gender diversity and inclusion.
• HSBC introduced 10 titles for new and existing customers who do not wish to be identified by traditional gender categories. The
move is aimed at providing more inclusive banking and meeting the needs of transgender customers.
• HSBC said the new titles will be applied across a customer’s account, including bank cards and correspondence.
• HSBC has also simplified the process for customers who are transitioning to change their gender on their bank account. All
branch and contact centre staff have been trained to help them understand the issues experienced by transgender customers,
HSBC added.
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING
NatWest and RBS puts tech experts (TechXperts) in branches
to boost digital acceptance
(UK)
• NatWest and Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) deploy a “TechXpert”
at every branch in Britain.
• These experts help customers activate their online and mobile
banking accounts, demonstrate how to use them, and advise on
cybersecurity measures.

Bank of Ireland aims Digital Arrows to get more
people online
• Bank of Ireland now has a dedicated team of
‘Digital Arrows’, providing training in each branch
to help educate people who aren’t digitally
confident with technology, introduce them to social
media, assist in setting up an email account and
demonstrate how to bank online safely and
securely.
• Digital Arrows regularly hold free ‘Tea and Teach’
sessions in the branch, a friendly and fun way for
a customer to learn the basics of the internet and
online banking.

Note: These initiative follows similar ones by Barclays ‘Digital Eagles’ and Lloyds Bank ‘Digital Champions.’
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING: FACIAL BIOMETRICS
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING: VOICE BIOMETRICS
Sept. - ANZ will be the first Australian bank to roll out
Voice ID technology on mobile banking enabling
customers to complete higher value transactions
conveniently and securely.
With Voice ID, ANZ customers can now make ‘Pay Anyone’
payments of more than $1000 on their mobile without needing
to log into internet banking, or remember additional passwords
or PINs, or visit a branch. They can also use Voice ID to make
BPAY payments of more than $10,000 on their mobile.
HSBC ad demonstrates ‘Your Voice Is Your Password’
(UK)
HSBC is running a 60 second TV ad set in New Zealand that demonstrates the
bank’s new Voice ID technology. The plot is based around a young boy feeling
left out from a group of other youngsters who have a club for which you need to
know the secret code to gain entry. The boy tries various methods including
doing the Haka dance but after these unsuccessful attempts he actually receives
a text from a another child telling him to use just his voice to gain entry; and the
secret den turns out to be even better than imagined!
Created by J. Walter Thompson London a spokesperson said, “We wanted to
promote the new HSBC Voice ID technology through an analogy that speaks to
access and acceptance.”
Watch the spot here.

Santander UK first to
add P2P voice payments
to app
(UK)
Santander is rolling out voice payments
capabilities to its app. Ed Metzger, Head of
Technology Innovation at Santander said in a
statement: “We are excited to be the first UK high
street bank to enable customers to make
payments using just their voice, offering them
another channel of choice in how they wish to
bank.”
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING: AI CHATBOTS

Note: Otaara can share a separate presentation of AI
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING: AI ROBOTS

Note: Otaara can share a separate presentation of AI
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CUSTOMER ACCESS & SERVICING: IoT

• Ally Skill has CurrenSeeSM, feature helps
consumers make more informed purchase
decisions.
• CurrenSee converts the price of any item a
customer plans to buy into the number of
working hours it will take to earn the
amount. Customers simply tell Alexa the
price of any item, their annual income and
the average hours worked each week.
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PRODUCT, SERVICE & MESSAGING
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FRAUD / CYBER SECURITY
Barclays launch £10M national digital safety campaign
(UK)
• Barclays launched a £10m digital safety initiative with a nationwide campaign to increase the public’s awareness of financial
fraud risks, and help them to stay safe in the digital age with information, tools and tips.
• The push, continued the messaging used in the bank’s campaign from early 2016, which focused on fraudsters posing as
bank staff.
• Barclays’ own research found that a quarter of people in the UK have experienced a cyber-fraud or scam in the last 3 years.
• The campaign features TV spots, employing ‘shock tactics’ depicting common scams to wake people up to the risk of how
easy it is to become a victim of fraud.
• TV spots are supported by social activity which encourage consumers to visit Barclays fraud advice portal:
barclays.co.uk/security.
• Bank also hosts "tea and teach" sessions, run by its team of "digital eagles", to directly promote digital awareness. Sessions,
held in Barclays’ branches and in other locations such as libraries and care homes.
• Claire Hilton, marketing Barclays, said "I think we were the first financial services company to date to take that message
above the line.
Informational Print Ad

Screen shots from ‘Digital Security’ TV spot

Digital Ad on media partner ‘The Guardian’ website

• Watch the spots here.
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FRAUD / CYBER SECURITY
F1's Jenson Button takes Santander 'Phish and Chips' van to spread phishing warning
(UK)
• British Formula 1 driver Jenson Button took the wheel of Santander’s Phish & Chips van for a day- serving fish and chips to
the public in exchange for phishing emails and dodgy mobile texts.
• The Phish & Chips van has been touring the nation to raise awareness of scam messages - serving over 3,000 portions of
fish and chips to the public.
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FRAUD / CYBER SECURITY
Royal Bank of Scotland emotional twist in security spot
(UK)
• In this new ad from RBS, viewers are introduced to a couple who struggle to spend time together because of the time
requirements of their jobs.
• As we see this playing out and the sweet efforts each makes to convey their love to each other, the voiceover states “We
know you work hard for your money. Which is why our teams work 24/7 to keep it sage and secure.”
• The twist in the spot is it then becomes apparent that one of the protagonists is actually one RBS’s security team
members therefore demonstrating the sacrifice she is making in order for RBS customers to know their money is
protected by RBS’s passionate security team.

The spot can be watched here.
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FRAUD / CYBER SECURITY
Axis Bank partner with Mumbai police for safe banking campaign
(India)
• Axis Bank in association with Mumbai Police timed for International Fraud Awareness week launched a campaign
#MuhPeTaala to promote safe banking such as identifying fraudulent phone calls or phishing scams.
• In the video, Mumbai police officers stand in front of the camera detailing guidance for keeping your personal banking
details safe from criminal callers.

The spot can be watched here.
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FOCUS ON WOMEN
UBS to improve expertise in serving women
(Global)
• UBS has announced a five-year plan aimed at improving its expertise in serving women clients.
• The move involves embedding gender as a consideration in its standard processes, establishing a dedicated advisory
board, and changing its offerings of wealth management products to include more sustainability- and diversity-focused
options.
• Mr Jurg Zeltner, president of UBS wealth management, in a statement said: "Research shows that women are not
adequately served by wealth managers today, and this represents a huge opportunity.”
• The bank's new strategy comes as women around the world become wealthier with UBS saying the global wealth of women is
expected to grow from US$13 trillion (S$19 trillion) to US$18 trillion by 2021.
• A TV spot posed questions revolving on screen such as “Will having a baby affect my ambitions?”; “How can I spend more
time at home?”; “Why do I have to keep proving myself?” which tied-in with UBS’s overall brand campaign, ‘Life’s Questions’,
which launched last year. UBS’s promise at the end is “Together we can find an answer.”
Screen shots from TV Spot

The spot can be watched here.
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FOCUS ON WOMEN
State Street installs 'Fearless Girl' statue on Wall Street
(USA)
• On the eve of International Women’s Day State Street Global
Advisors, installed a bronze statue of a defiant girl in front of
Wall Street's iconic charging-bull statue.
• Fearless Girl is part of State Street’s campaign to pressure
companies to add more women to their boards.

NatWest strategic priority to focus on women owned
business owners
(UK)
• This ad focused on women business owners was not
women-focused March advertising driven by International
Women’s Day, but part of the bank’s strategic priority of
focusing on women owned businesses.
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FOCUS ON WOMEN
Westpac focuses on lack of gender diversity
in New Zealand business
• Westpac New Zealand tackled the issue of
gender diversity in business leadership roles
with a message about women’s
underrepresentation in the New
Zealand Herald that’s hard to ignore.
• Readers woke to find the newspaper with only
29% of its content on the cover. There were
no images and no byline to the cover story that
was also missing chunks of text.
• The 29% of content is equivalent to the
percentage of women business leaders in
New Zealand explains one of the few pieces of
text and coloured in Westpac’s red, white and
black.
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CURRENCY
NAB and CIBC co-developed with Visa an app update to
reveal real-time foreign currency costs for overseas
purchases – 1st for banks
(Australia)
• National Australia Bank will advise customers who are
overseas on the Aussie dollar cost of making purchases
in foreign currency, including fees.
• A key gripe of customers when they travel overseas is having
to calculate how much a purchase in foreign currency will
cost in Australian dollars, NAB says.
• The app will tell customers what exchange rate they will get if
they pay on their Visa card, including any fees charged by
the bank.
• The app will also advise customers on whether it will be
cheaper to take up a retailer's offer to pay in local or
Australian currency when they are making a transaction on
a credit card.
• NAB believes the information on exchange rates and fees,
delivered through a banking app, are a first for the banking
industry.
• The app updates the exchange rates "in real time" when
customers logged into Wi-Fi or it they had mobile roaming
turned on.
• It will also convert their account balances into the local
currency of the country to which they have travelled, across
37 currencies used in 99 countries around the world.
• The feature was co-developed with Visa and Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce.
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CURRENCY
CIBC debuts currency transfer bot Remi
(Canada)
• CIBC rolled out Remi, a Facebook messenger bot that can
carry out currency transfer and track foreign exchange rates.
• Remi has two core functions. It can guide users through the
process of transferring funds across borders, and can take
questions from customers on prevailing exchange rates.
• It can be used to offer regular updates when exchange rates are
going up or down on, and can be instructed to transfer money
when currency rates are favorable,
• Using a Facebook bot instead of embedding it within the mobile
banking app helps it reach customers in a social media channel
they’re already using, making the transfers an incidental activity
separated from core mobile banking.
• There’s no need to download another app, since when a transfer
is initiated, customers simply type in their mobile banking login
credentials within the chat bubble.
• The exchange rate tracking feature is also accessible to noncustomers.
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CURRENCY
Forex transactions made simple on your smartphone
(South Africa)
• Standard Bank’s Shyft app is a global digital wallet that
allows users to buy, spend or send funds in USD, EUR,
GBP and AUD.
• Shyft takes away the need for customers to complete
paperwork or stand in queues when they want to make
foreign exchange transactions.
• Through this ‘foreign exchange mobile wallet’ Standard
Bank clients are able to get a live rate and purchase
foreign currency via the app. Once the currency is in
the wallet, customers are then able to:
• Multi-Currency pockets - buy any of the four
currencies(USD,GBP, EUR AUD) and store them in
currency pockets
• Online shopping and eCommerce transactions on international websites
• Virtual cards (online) - Create prepaid cards that are
funded from your currency pockets and use them for
all your online purchases. Virtual cards can help you
avoid conversion fees when you shop, so it is best
not to use them on South African sites
• Payments and transfers - Securely send money
anywhere in the world
• Shyft Multi Currency Card - Use your physical card
when you need to swipe or withdraw cash

Watch the introductory video here.
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CURRENCY
‘Live a multi-currency life’ with Global Foreign Exchange Account and debit Mastercard
(Singapore)
• Citibank started advertising the idea of living “a multi-currency life with a Citibank Debit Mastercard” through which
customers can access 9 currencies for payments and ATM withdrawals overseas at no additional conversion fee.
• The draw is really about driving applications to the bank’s Global Foreign Currency Account. Citi claims customers get
“attractive exchange rates” however vague that may be!
• To take advantage of this debit card feature while traveling overseas customers must first purchase foreign currencies on
Citi eFX through Citibank Online or Citi Mobile app.
• Customers can instruct for currencies to be automatically purchased when markets hit their stated preferred rates.
• Once the currency purchase is done then customers can turn on/off the card for the currency usage of their choice
but must be aware to de-link the card feature on return home as otherwise customers may incur foreign currency
conversion fees for transactions performed in their home country/local currency.
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
BBVA rolls out financial health diagnosis tool
(Spain)
• BBVA added a diagnostics tool to its app that gives customers a picture of their financial health and then offers a
made-to-measure plan for improving it.
• BBVA Bconomy promises to give customers an X-ray of their financial health, analysing monthly income, expenses, housing
expenditure and debt to come up with a score of between zero and 100 points based on four variables: monthly
savings; economic freedom; expenditure on housing, and on loans for delayed card payments.
• If a customer spends more than they are earning they receive a score of below 50 and the bank offers an action plan
with personalised measures to help them improve in each of the categories.
• The new feature also lets users compare themselves with people in their surrounding area who are the same age, sex, and
in the same salary range, helping to evaluate whether they are, for example, paying too much for electricity.
Bconomy Website
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Bank of America launches a new online and mobile budgeting tool
(USA)
• Bank of America new money management and financial education tool provides a dynamic income and spending
comparison, outlines spending trends up to the past 13 months, and allows users to easily set budgets by offering the
option for one to be automatically created based on past behavior or allowing the user to build it themselves.
• The tool is integrated with financial education resources through their Better Money Habits® initiative.

Online and mobile app budgeting screenshots.
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Citi cardholders now able to view a summary of
their spending within a customizable timeframe
(USA)
• Citi launched ability on their app for customers to
analyze their spending within a specific
range of dates and is apparently the only major
U.S. credit card issuer to do so.
• The spend summary feature allows users to view
transactions on their Citi card going back two
years; the user can then categorize spending
into air travel, dining, or rent, for example (at the
moment, users can log their transactions in 14
separate categories of spend).

CommBank app update to reveal new insights to
credit card spending for easier financial
management and memory
(Australia)
• CommBank app feature ‘Spend Tracker’ helps
customers check and reconcile their credit card
statements so they can be more aware of exactly
what they are spending, which is especially useful
for recurring payments on things such as Spotify
and Netflix.
• Immediately after any new or recurring transaction on
a Commonwealth-issued Mastercard, an alert pops
up on the customers smartphone reporting the
purchase.
• The app also displays a running total of expenses
in certain categories, so for example, users know
how much money they may have spent in the iTunes
store each month,
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FINANCIAL ALERTS
Commonwealth Bank introducing more favourable credit card management features
(Australia)
• Many banks already
send out alerts via
SMS, especially
when accounts are
overdrawn,
CommBank is
planning to
introduce new
smartphone alerts
from for its app
users offering
warnings on credit
card repayments,
overdrawn
accounts and high
cost transactions.
• CommBank will also
give customers a
24-hour grace
period if they’re late
making credit card
repayments or their
account is
overdrawn.

CommBank graphic illustrating new alerts
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FINANCIAL ALERTS
Mojo hits 4 compelling consumer
hooks in this print ad:

NAB and Westpac to add warning on
website for interest-only loans
(Australia)
• Westpac and NAB updated their
online calculators of mortgage
repayments to warn borrowers they
could face a huge hike in monthly
repayments after five or 10 years on
an interest-only loan.

Speed

Concern

Credit Score Impact

Free Credit Score
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SAVINGS / RETIREMENT MESSAGING
UBank introduces the Science of
Spending & Saving Experiment
(Australia)

Screenshots from video

• An experiment conducted by UBank and
The University of Melbourne wired up 50
people, aged between 22 and 50, to
capture their brain activity when they were
offered the choice of receiving cash now or
being paid a bigger deposit into their bank
account a year in the future.
• Halfway through the experiment the
participants were shown a digitally aged
photograph of themselves. After looking
into their future, three quarters of the
people shifted their preferences
towards saving money. The brain activity
scans showed that when confronted by
their future selves, people would use more
mental effort making choices.

The video of the experiment can be watched here.
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SAVINGS / RETIREMENT MESSAGING
Are you ready for 30 years of retirement?
(Canada)
• RBC introduced a retirement-focused
campaign that they trademarked ‘Next 30™’.
Through it, RBC’s main point of stress is
that retirement can actually last about 30
years which emphasizes the importance
of having a robust plan to cover this
potentially unexpectedly long period of
time.
• To help get the point across the ads feature
a particularly healthy looking man who looks
to be surprisingly close to a retirement ago
but who no doubt appears like he could live
30 years of retirement.
• The campaign website states that RBC
takes ‘a different approach to retirement
planning: “It starts with a conversation about
the retirement you want. Then we look at
everything, including what you have and
what you owe and together, we’ll design
your Next 30™.’
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SAVINGS / RETIREMENT MESSAGING
Wells Fargo app sets customers savings challenges
(USA)
• Wells Fargo rolled out Daily Change app inviting customers to
start making small daily savings, such as drinking tap water
instead of bottled water, preparing lunch to bring to work
instead of going to a restaurant, taking less costly
transportation, etc. which they can gradually turn into a
sizeable dollar amount.
• Users receive push notifications telling them to transfer
the money saved during the challenge to their savings
account. Each transfer earns a check mark on the Challenge
progress bar until it is completed and a congratulatory
message is received.
• The app also lets customers set their own savings goals,
providing details of how to reach them and using push
notifications to show progress.
• Wells Fargo spokesperson stated: "Having an app focused on
helping customers build their savings will allow them to take
action and see the rewards. The hope is that by completing
simple, fun savings challenges, it will become a habit that
sets them up for financial success."
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METAL CREDIT CARDS
OCBC NISP launches metal credit card for affluent customers
(Indonesia)
• OCBC NISP launched its latest credit card, the OCBC NISP Voyage, which will target the country's affluent customers. Made
of duralumin, a metal material, it offers holders travel insurance coverage worth up to US$747,776, free access to lounges at
more than 850 airports around the globe and Voyage Miles, which can be redeemed for airfares or full-service trips.
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MILLENIAL WEALTH MANAGEMENT & ROBO-ADVISORY
UOB launches investment scheme for millennials
(Singapore)
• UOB launched a scheme to help Singapore's millennials in the workforce start building their wealth early in life.
• The Young Professionals Solution (YPS) allows emerging affluent millennials between 24 to 35 years, to "sweep" interest
earned on their UOB One Account, and rebates from spending on their UOB Yolo credit card into a unit trust called
the United SGD Fund.
• UOB is the only bank in Singapore to use the sweep function to enable their customers to invest.
• Through YPS, it has waived the 2% online sales charge and has also reduced the minimum initial investment amount
required to $10, instead of $1,000.
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MILLENIAL WEALTH MANAGEMENT & ROBO-ADVISORY
Wells Fargo robo-adviser to target young, firsttime investors
(USA)

Intuitive Investor website

• Wells Fargo launched Intuitive Investor℠, a hybrid
online offering from Wells Fargo Advisors that
simplifies the experience of investing by blending
technology-driven resources with personal advice to
give new and emerging investors a lower-cost
option for entering the markets.
• Intuitive Investor accounts enable consumers to get
started with a minimum $10,000 investment,
managed at a 0.50 percent annual advisory fee.

TV Spot

Watch the TV spot here.
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SME ANALYTICS
CommBank provides analytics platform to SMEs
(Australia)
• Commonwealth Bank launched a new-to-market business
analytics platform called Daily IQ 2.0 to help businesses
monitor their performance in real-time and instantly view
customer purchasing and demographic trends.
• It also helps them model future scenarios based on a range of
current financial and industry data.
• According to CommBank the platform helps owners and
managers to make important decisions today and plan for the
future because it accesses CommBank’s 1.2 billion monthly
transaction records and links to their bank accounts, pointof-sale information and many other relevant data feeds to
give deep insights that typically only the biggest
businesses have access to.
• The platform, provided for free to CommBank customers,
combines an analysis of key financial metrics within a business –
income and cash-in-hand, sales trends, profitability – with
insights into the purchasing behaviours of their own customers
including repeat purchases, average spend, age and location.

RBC launches MyBusiness Dashboard
(Canada)
• RBC introduced MyBusiness Dashboard, a
tool that provides business owners with a
current and complete summary of their
business performance at a glance with no
more jumping between multiple spreadsheets
and apps or manually compiling and
interpreting the data.
• This first-of-its-kind offering in the Canadian
marketplace is free to any small business
owner in Canada.
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SME APP INTEGRATION
Barclays launches digital tool to help businesses manage all their own data and apps in one place
(UK)
• Barclays is pioneering the UK use of open data to benefit SMEs.
• Barclays has collaborated with leading app providers to enable businesses to import their everyday business data and
information provided by these apps into one dashboard within its online banking site.
• The open API ‘SmartBusiness Dashboard’, enables businesses to import their existing apps or download new apps, from a
range of providers across bookkeeping, sales and inventory, marketing and analytics and workforce management.
• For the first time, businesses can view their real-time banking data and information about their business side by side, brought
to life in easy-to-access charts.
• Barclays believes this will boost business productivity and save owners valuable time.
• There is no charge to use the platform.

Note: UOB (Singapore) has a similar offer with its BizSmart program.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
Westpac introduces Savings Goals with Life Savings account and bonus interest for monthly deposits.
(Australia)
• Westpac launched Westpac Life; a savings account offering tools to track different goals within the one product, a base
interest rate of 1.5%, plus a bonus 0.8% for savers who deposit into the account each month.
• The account includes a Savings Goals feature that helps customers set up personal savings goals, designate money
to each goal and track how they’re progressing within each savings category.
• The account launch was prompted according to Kathryn Carpenter, Westpac head of savings and investing as “research
shows one in five are using different savings accounts to manage different savings goals.” and those people who focused
on specific goals and formed regular saving habits were more likely to succeed.
• The Westpac Life Savings account must be linked to a Westpac Choice everyday account.

• An introductory video can be watched here.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
Axis Bank home loans customers get to waive 12 monthly installments
(India)
• Axis Bank announced the waiving of 12 equated monthly installments (EMIs) on regular repayments of loans of up to Rs 30
lakh under a new scheme called Shubh Aarambh Home Loans.
• The 12 EMIs are waived — four EMIs each after the fourth, eighth and 12th year — from the date of the first
disbursement. The waiver will be in the form of reduction in tenure.
• Customers also have the option to transfer existing home loans to Axis Bank without additional cost, according to Rajiv Anand,
executive director, retail banking.

• An introductory video can be watched here.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
CreditStacks offers premium credit card to relocating professionals
(USA)
• FinTech start-up CreditStacks launched a credit card to high-earning immigrations as “We couldn't find a credit company that
would treat…every professional moving to the U.S. [who] faces the credit paradox: No matter how much a person earns or how
stellar of a track-record he or she might have - most banks won’t extend credit or issue cards without local employment history.”
• The CreditStacks card is a revolutionary product that flips the script on the credit paradox. A credit line up to $5,000 with no
fees and great terms from day one. Even without local employment history or Social Security Number.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
Fix and Flex loans allow free unlimited overpayments and two repayment holidays
(UK)
• TSB launched their TSB’s Fix and Flex personal loan product offering fixed payments as well as the freedom to pay off more
of your loan whenever you want plus two one month repayment holidays every year for the life of the loan of 1 to 5
years.
• Fix and Flex loans can be paid into customers’ accounts on the same day of application – or the next working day if they don’t
already hold a current account with TSB.
• What’s more, TSB will help borrowers protect their credit rating by offering them a personalised quote before they
apply in full to get an idea of what they could borrow and for how long – and this won’t affect the customer’s application or
approval
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
American Express targets debt-leery consumers with new Pay It Plan It™ feature
(USA)
• Amex rolled out a feature called Pay It Plan Ittm that allows customers to borrow for big purchases like furniture, medical
expenses, airplane tickets or weddings, while separating those balances from everyday items like $2 cups of coffee.
• American Express is also adding a feature that will allow customers to immediately pay for small purchases from their
bank accounts.
• Under the new option as many as 10 purchases of at least $100 each can be siloed into installment plans. A $1,000
purchase, for example, could be covered in six monthly installments of $172.18 – costing an additional $33.06, or $5.51 a
month, in finance fees. That is virtually the same as AmEx would charge in interest for a revolving balance on the account.
• Other monthly spending would be interest free as long the cardholder pays in full by the due date.
• Together, the options will allow cardholders to decide what purchases deserve interest payments and better manage their
budgets in real time.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
Fifth Third tackles student loan debt with app that rounds up spare change to pay loans off faster
(USA)
• Fifth Third Bank introduced the Fifth Third MomentumTM app aimed at helping college
graduates pay off student loans faster by automating frequent micropayments toward the
balance on student loan accounts.
• Fifth Third Bank customers with a Fifth Third debit card can link student loans and once
the loan is connected, customers can choose to round their debit card purchases
up to the next dollar or add one dollar to every purchase.
• Either way, the extra amount is applied to the balance on the designated loan on a weekly
basis once a minimum of five dollars in round ups is achieved.
• Fifth Third estimates that customers who round up $25 a month using the Fifth Third Momentum app could pay off a 20-year
loan three years sooner and pay 8% less in total by avoiding interest that would have accumulated.
• The Fifth Third Momentum app also allows graduates’ family members to use the app, too and contribute to paying off
the loan.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
Citi Simplicity+ credit card pays 10% rebate on interest for on-time payments
(Malaysia)
• When you're on time, you deserve the credit states
Citi for the Citi Simplicity+ card that gives 10%
interest back every month when you pay at least
the minimum monthly due amount on-time. Plus,
there is no late payment charge, over limit fee or
annual fee either.
• The rebate earned will automatically be credited in
the upcoming statement.
• There is no capping on rebates.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
Nationwide unveils range to let families help relatives buy homes
(UK)
• Nationwide launched a mortgage range designed to allow families to raise funds from an existing property and gift a deposit to a
relative through a mortgage or further advance.
• The ‘Family Deposit Mortgage’ is targeting parents keen to support first-time buyers, anyone looking to move home
and elderly relatives. All cash raised must be gifted towards a deposit up to a total mortgage borrowing of 80% LTV.
• The buyer receiving the funds must take out his or her own mortgage with Nationwide, selected from any product in the standard
mortgage range.
• Barclays was the first lender with a similar offering called the Family Springboard Mortgage launched in 2013, which allows
borrowers to take a 100% LTV loan if family or loved ones can provide 10% of the property’s price - in cash held with the bank as security with the family member getting their savings back after three years with interest as long as the mortgage borrower
has kept up the repayments.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
Westpac will give $200 to every Australian baby born in 2017
(Australia)

OOH Poster promoting the ‘ Bump’
account

• Westpac unveiled a “Bump” initiative, in conjunction with its own 200th
birthday, a scheme in which $200 is deposited into new accounts for
2017’s babies, which parents can add to over the years, until the child can
access the account at age 16.
• The offer was open to all Australian babies born in 2017, regardless of
whether their parents are Westpac customers.
• The accounts will operate much like a fixed term deposit. Parents will be
able to withdraw any additional contributions they make to the account but
the initial $200 deposit from Westpac can only be accessed when the child
turns 16.
• Close to 300,000 Australian babies are currently born each year, meaning the
bank could give up to $60 million if there is full take-up from parents.
Bump microsite messaging

• The launch TV spot can be see here.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
UOB unveils new savings account allowing customers to earn KrisFlyer miles
(Singapore)
• UOB unveiled a current account allowing customers to earn KrisFlyer air miles when they spend on their linked KrisFlyer UOB
debit card.
• The KrisFlyer UOB account allows customers who prefer to spend on a debit card or who are in the early stages of their
careers and may not be eligible for a credit card to accumulate KrisFlyer miles
• The rate of mileage accrual will depend on the account balance of customers. For instance, customers with between
S$3,000 and S$100,000 in their accounts earn 1.4 miles for each dollar spent using their KrisFlyer UOB debit cards, while at the
other end of the spectrum, those with at least S$350,000 in their accounts earn 5.4 miles for every dollar spent.
• Customers need to spend a minimum of S$500 dollars per calendar month to earn miles on their spending.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
Alizz Islamic Bank launches children’s savings account with takaful insurance and preferential financing rates for
future education loans
(Oman)
• Alizz Islamic Bank has launched a Sharia-based children’s savings account in which the child guardian gets free life
takaful cover, equal to double the monthly balance available in the account. The cover can reach up to maximum RO20,000
(US$50,000),. The life takaful cover contribution is borne by the bank..
• Holders of Hasalti Children's Savings Account will be eligible to apply for Education Finance at preferential rates
once they reach 18.
• The account also comes with a monthly prize draw.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
70th Independence Anniversary special edition card provides funds to educate children of military
(India)
• To mark the 70th anniversary of India's Independence, Kotak released a special edition #ThankYouFauji debit card for their
811 Digital Savings Account designed to honour the Indian Armed Forces.
• The card is available to customers at a reduced Rs.99 cost, versus standard Rs.299 cost, all of which is pledged by Kotak
to go to support the education of serving soldiers’ children.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
Bank of America’s new premium reward credit card links rewards amount to customer’s deposit amount
(USA)
• Bank of America’s new premium rewards credit card, unlike competitor cards, determines the exact size of the rewards
based on how much money customers have at the bank in checking, savings, and investment accounts.
• Called the Reward Boost, customers can boost rewards by 25% to 75% if they’re a member of bank’s Preferred
Rewards program, open to those with at least $20,000 in combined balances in Bank of America®, Merrill Lynch® or Merrill
Edge® accounts
• This cross-linkage ties in with the bank's more overarching strategy of capturing a greater share of its customers' wallets.
• By tying the tiers to how much money a cardholder has in their accounts at Bank of America incentivizes users of the
card to not only maximize their deposits at the bank, but it will should also translate into lower charge-off rates, as the
most avid users are likely to maintain high balances of cash and other types of liquid assets with which to pay their credit
card bills.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
Bankwest offers home loan discounted against average rates of major banks
(Australia)
• Bankwest launched the Bankwest Equaliser Home Loan which offers a fixed discount (of 1.35% p.a. for owner occupiers
and 1.00% p.a. for investors and a floor rate of 2.5% p.a.) against the combined average standard variable rates
offered by three of the major banks (ANZ, NAB and Westpac).
• The home loan is intended to give people peace of mind they’ll be getting a competitive rate.
• After three years the Bankwest Equaliser Home Loan discount reverts to a competitive life of loan discount off the Bankwest
standard variable rate.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
Scotiabank new savings account with increasing interest rate for different savings periods and multiple goals
(Canada)
• Scotiabank introduced a new way to save with the launch of the Scotiabank MomentumPLUS Savings Account (patent pending).
The new digital savings account is the first-of-its-kind in Canada, enabling Canadians to save for multiple goals in one
account with the added incentive that the longer the customer saves, the higher the interest rate.
• MomentumPLUS Savings Account offers customers different time periods for their savings, allowing them to earn up to 1.6%
interest. All with no minimum balance and no monthly fee.
• It offers an annual interest rate of 0.70% regular interest, plus between 0.75% to 0.90% premium interest, depending on the
savings period selected. Customers have the choice to save as they would with a regular savings account, or choose to save
for a 90, 180, 270 or 360-day Premium Period. A longer Premium Period earns a higher Premium Interest Rate, with regular
interest paid monthly and the Premium Interest paid at the end of the Premium Period if no withdrawals are made.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
Lloyds Bank simplifies overdraft fees
(UK)
• Lloyds Banking Group launched a simplified “pay-as-you-go” overdraft charging system of a single rate of 1p per
day for every £7 of planned overdraft usage.
• A fee will be charged at the end of each day of planned overdraft usage, which Lloyds said would help customers to
budget, rather than being hit with a bigger bill weeks later.
• All fees and charges associated with unplanned overdrafts will be removed.
• Vim Maru, group director, customer products and marketing, Lloyds Banking Group, said: “When asked about our new
approach, over 80% of customers said that they preferred it compared to the current charging format.”
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
Wells Fargo introduces ‘Overdraft Rewind’ feature
(USA)
• Wells Fargo launched a new overdraft feature dubbed ‘Overdraft Rewind’ that will automatically reverse overdraft fees
assessed on customers’ accounts.
• The feature will kick in if an overdraft fee hits the day before a direct pay deposit is scheduled to show up in the account.
As long as the direct deposit is received the morning after a customer’s account is overdrawn and it covers the charge, the
bank will not charge any overdraft or insufficient funds fees. Customers do not need to take any action to receive the new
benefit.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
P&N Bank copy Bank of America’s Keep the Change®
program
(Australia)

ING Direct latest to introduce an auto-savings program on
purchases
(Australia)

• P&N Bank have launched a new transaction tool called
Pay&Save which allows Australian consumers to round
up their daily transaction purchases to the next
dollar amount and save the difference into their savings
account.
• P&N Bank CEO Andrew Hadley says: “We think this
innovative payment product represents great value,
conveniently solving a problem for people who are
struggling to get into the habit of saving.”
• Customers can direct their savings to another
customer’s savings account to help their kids save
money, for example.

• ING Australia introduced a savings service called Everyday
Round Up, an optional service for customers that hold both an
Orange Everyday bank account and a Savings Maximiser bank
account.
• The goal is to save the change by rounding purchases to the
nearest dollar or $5 and transferring the change into a Savings
Maximiser account.
• For examples if selected to round up to the nearest $5, ING will
debit the purchase amount of $3.50 to your Orange Everyday,
and transfer $1.50 from your Orange Everyday to your selected
Savings Maximiser.

Note: These programs are inspired by Bank of America’s Keep the Change that was introduced in 2005.
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DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTS & PRODUCT FEATURES
Fifth Third Bank launch Digital Estate Planning and Management Tool
(USA)
• Understanding that two-thirds of Americans don’t have a will, and even fewer have created a full estate plan with many
saying the process is too complex and too-time consuming, Fifth Third Bank created Fifth Third LegacyLink, a digital
platform that provides a simple, straightforward approach to estate management.
• Available online and via mobile app, LegacyLink’s educational content and interactive checklists are free and open to all. An
additional paid-subscription service, Asset Manager, helps users catalog, track and distribute estate assets. The digital
platform provides consumers the ability to serve themselves or to seek help from Fifth Third.
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